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ABSTRACT 
This paper provides results on the boundedness, the dimension, the boundary, and 
the relative boundary of the feasible set of (possibly infinite) linear inequality systems 
defined on a finite dimensional space. It analyzes the redundancy, the minim&y, and 
the finite reduction of such systems, as well as the relation between any system and its 
associated homogeneous one. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
This paper deals with the consistent systems of (possibly infinite) linear 
inequalities in the euclidean space R”. We denote such systems u = { a$ >, b,, 
t E T }, and henceforth we suppose that u has at least one solution. 
The first general results on this topic were provided by Zhu [21] and Fan 
[9], who made good use of the geometrical properties of certain cones 
associated with a system. Eckhardt [7, 81 established some results concerning 
the solution set (redundancy and dimension) of a particular class of systems 
(normal systems). The last-mentioned papers contain several shortcomings, 
although their pioneering character should be recognized. Here we extend his 
theory in many directions, since some relevant papers, in the field of linear 
optimization with an infinite set of constraints (Haar [14], Chames, Cooper, 
and Kortanek [2-51, Duffi n , J eroslow, and Karlovitz [6], etc.), have suggested 
a great many interesting ideas related to some new families of systems. 
In this paper we analyze the behavior of the linear systems in relation to 
the following features which relate to the solutions set: boundedness, dimen- 
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sion, description of its boundary, redundant inequalities, minimality, finite 
reduction, and associated homogeneous systems. Some of these items have 
never been approached before. For the rest, we supply a unified treatment, 
looking for sharpened results and trying to improve the previous defective 
formulations. 
Obviously, we can expect these results to be applicable in linear semiin- 
finite programming. For instance, the existence of redundant inequalities in 
all the examples of dual pairs exhibiting duality gaps, which can be found 
throughout the literature, suggests the following question: Is the deletion of 
redundant inequalities a way of preventing the duality gaps? 
Now, we shall set out the relevant terminology, and some preliminary 
results as well. 
Given a nonempty set B c R", cl B denotes the closure of B, int B and 
ri B the interior and the relative interior of B respectively, bd B and rb B the 
boundary and the relative boundary of B respectively. 
From the algebraic side: conv B denotes the convex hull of B, K(B) the 
convex cone generated by B, L(B) the subspace spanned by B, and L, the 
lineality space of B (for all these concepts, see Rockafellar’s book [IS]). We 
shallusethedualconeB”={x~R”:b’xxOforall DEB}. 
The origin or null vector in II” is O,, whereas the canonical basis will be 
{ er,e’,..., en}. Vectors in R”+r are denoted by 
where x E R” and x,,+~E R. 
For the system u = {a$>, b,, t E T }, we denote the solution set, or 
feasible set, by F(a). Here we only consider consistent systems, which are 
those with nonempty feasible set, i.e., F(a)#0. If b,=Oforall tET,then 
u is said to be homogeneous. 
Two systems ur and us are called equivalent if F(u,) = F(u2). 
We associate with u the following convex cones, which will play a crucial 
role in our approach: 
M,(u):=K{a,, JET}, 
M,+l(u):=K(( ;:). t-j, 
K(u):=X( (;$ET: ( _“;)). 
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Let a be a consistent system. The relation a’x >, b is a consequent 
relation of u if every solution to it satisfies this relation. 
Some results used below are now recalled. 
THEOREM 1.1. The system a is consistent if and only if 
i i 
0 E clM,+,(a). 
THEOREM 1.2. a’x >, b is a consequent relation of the consistent system 
u if and only if 
( 1 ; EClK(U). 
In particular, for u homogeneous, a’x >, 0 is consequent if and only if 
a E cl M,(a). 
Proofs and close versions of these results can be found in [9], [12], [13], 
[17], and [21]. They constitute the infinite extensions of the alternative 
theorems of Gale and Farkas, respectively. 
Finally, we introduce the convex cone: 
R(T):= {x:T+R+,withX,=Oforall t except for finitely many}. 
For X E R(,T), we denote supp X = {t E T: h, # O}. 
2. BOUNDED FEASIBLE SETS 
The main purpose of this section is to provide different characterizations 
of the boundedness of F(u). First, let us observe that the following relation 
holds: 
dimK(u) = l+dimM,(u). (2.1) 
Since the affine manifold spanned by a cone is a linear subspace, we must 
prove that 
dimL((l:), tET; ( yl)} =I+dimL(a,, t=T). 
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But it may be easily verified that if {u1,u2,...,uP} is a basis of L({a,, 
tET}, then 
is also a basis of 
L{(;;), t=T; ( >l)). 
THEOREM 2.1. For any system a = { a;x > b,, t E T}, the following 
conditions are equivalent to each other: 
(I) F(a) is bounded. 
(II) 0, is the only solution to { a ix > 0, t E T }. 
(III) M,(a) = R”. 
(IV) ?I 
i i 
E int K(a). 
(V) There exists a finite subsystem whose feasible set is bounded. 
Proof. (1)+(11):G+F(a)={x~R”:a~x>,0, tET},andwecanapply 
Theorem 8.4 of [18]. 
(II) + (III): Since int M,(u) = intcl M,(u) = int{O+F(u)}O = int R”, we 
have M,(u) = R”. 
(III) + (IV): From (2.1), int K(u) z 0 follows. We shall obtain a con- 
tradiction by assuming that 
( 1 >I eintK(u). 
Since 
0, 
i 1 -1 E cl K(u), 
we have 
i 1 O”I E bdK(u). 
Let u’x + u”+lx,+l = 0 be the equation of a supporting hyperplane of K(u) 
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at that point. The last condition gives u, + i = 0. But 
u’x > 0 for all X= Xx 
( 1 n+l E K(o) 
means that U’X z 0 for all x E M,(a) = R”. This is only possible if u = O,, 
which constitutes a contradiction. 
(IV) I+ (V): If 
0” ( I -1 EintK(a), 
then there is some h E R’,T) such that 
E int K( 8), where a^:= {a;x>b,, EsuppX}. 
This proposition can be easily proved by means of the following lemma: 
z E ri K(C) if and only if there are points c ‘, . . . , cp in C, and positive scalars 
A i,“‘, A,, such that z=C~_iX,c’ and L{c’,...,cp} =L(C). Let [>O be 
such that 
EK(a^)=clK(a^) forall UER”, 111.111 =E. 
That means that U’X > - l/t for all x E F(6) and for all u E R”, [lull = 1. 
Since every supporting hyperplane to the closed ball { x E R" : lllcll G l/.$ } 
can be written in the form U’X = - l/t, with ]]u]( = 1, we conclude that the 
mentioned ball contains F(6). 
(V) + (I): Trivial. n 
Next we give an application of Theorem 2.1 to the duality theory in linear 
semiinfinite programming. This result yields another characterization of the 
boundedness. 
Given a consistent system u, we consider the following dual pair, in the 
Haar’s sense of duality [3], for each c E R”: 
P(c):infc’r 
s.t. x E F(a) 
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D(c):sup c h,b, 
tcT 
s.t. xX,a,=c, AERY! 
teT 
Their values will be denoted u { P(c)} and 0 {D(c)}, respectively. As 
usual, if D(c) is not feasible, then we set u { D(c)} = - co. A problem is said 
to be bounded if it has a finite value. 
COROL~Y 2.1.1. Given a consistent system u, F(a) is a bounded set if 
and only if P(c) and D(c) are both bounded and P(c) is solvable for all 
c E R”. In that case, both problems have the same value. 
Proof. If F(a) is bounded, then c’x attains its minimum value on F(a) 
at some point x0. Since c’x > cfxO is a consequence of a, then 
( 1 
& E cl K(a). 
Because of Theorem 2.1(IV), 
0, 
( i -1 
EintK(a) 
and, by the accesibility lemma, 
Since K(u) is a cone, 
i M+(E- l/h) E K(o) 1 
forall hE [O,l[. 
forall hE]O,l[. 
This is particularly true if we choose X = r/( r + l), r = 1,2,. . . . Hence, for 
each r E N there is some K E R(,T) and some nonnegative scalar I*, such that 
(2.2) 
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From (2.2) we deduce that K is a dual-feasible point and furthermore the 
inequalities 
@(c)1 a c 0, 
tsT 
ac++C{P(c)} -f for all r E N. 
Thu.% 0 {D(c)} > u { P(c)} and, due to the weak duality theorem, the 
equality holds. 
Conversely, if D(c) is bounded for all c E Rn, then M,(a) = R”. Hence, 
F(a) is a bounded set [Theorem 2.1(111)]. n 
A new boundedness condition will be established later. 
REMAX. Theorem 2.1 gives a unified approach to the boundedness 
problem, which has been partly undertaken in earlier papers: conditions (III) 
and (IV) are mentioned in Zhu [21], without a proof, whereas (II) is a 
well-known condition (Eckhardt [7], Brosowski [l]); the sufficiency of (V) has 
been proved in Karney [16] under the numerability assumption (using a 
separability argument). 
3. DIMENSION OF THE FEASIBLE SET 
zhu [21] has proved that for any system u the following relation holds: 
dimF(a) = n - dimL,,,(,,. (3.1) 
However, the computation of dim F(u) is rather difficult in general. To get 
more useful results we need to assume that u satisfies some closedness 
condition. Let us state these conditions precisely. 
We say that a consistent system is: 
DEFINITION 3.1. 
DEFINITION 3.2. 
DEFINITION 3.3. 
such that the set 
Closed if M, + i( u ) is closed. 
Furkm-Minkowski (briefly, FM) if K(u) is closed. 
Compact if there exists a function a : T + R + \ (0) 
A(u, a) := a(t) 
{ 
is a compact set in R”+l. 
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DEFINITION 3.4. Canonically closed (briefly, CC) if u is compact and 
there exists at least one point x0 E R” such that 
a;x’ > b, for all t ET; (3.3) 
we say that x0 is a strict solution of a. 
DEFINITION 3.5. Normul if u is compact and does not contain the trivial 
inequality O,lx > 0. 
Let us recall the following useful concept (see [7]). 
DEFINITION 3.6. The inequality a:x > b, is unstable in a if air = b, for 
all x E F(a). We say also that the corresponding index s is unstable. Let us 
denote by I the set of unstable indices in T. When an inequality, or index, is 
not unstable, we shall say that it is stable. 
THEOREM 3.1. Every point of the set ri F(a) is a solution of the system 
a;x > b,, 
a;x = b,, (3.4) 
Proof. For a given s E T/l, let us denote H, = {x E R” : a:x 2 bS }. Two 
cases can arise. If H, is a proper half space, since F(a) c cl H, = H, and 
F(a) Q rb H,, we can apply Corollary 6.5.2 of [18] to conclude that 
riF(a)criH,= {x~R”,a:x>b,}. 
If H, is not a proper half space, then a, = 0, and b, < 0 (otherwise s E Z). 
Hence, every point of R” satisfies the inequality a;x > b,. 
The discussion above yields the desired result. n 
The following corollary is an immediate consequence of Theorem 3.1. 
COROLLARY 3.1.1. A given system a has, at least, a strict solution if 
andonlyiff=0. 
From the dimensional equation (3.1) one can easily prove the relation 
dimF(a),<n-dimL ((I:)> =z)* 
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Although the equality in (3.5) is not valid for arbitrary systems, a sufficient 
condition can be given. 
THEOREM 3.2. If a is FM, then 
dimF(o)=n-dimL 
Moreover, the aff;ne manifold spanned by F(a) is 
{x~R”,a;x=b,, tEZ}. 
Proof. Assuming that (I is FM, (3.1) becomes 
dim F(u) = n - dim LKCoj. 
On the other hand, 
(3.6) 
ifandonlyif F(u)C {xER”, a’x=b}. 
This inclusion also holds when 
as can be easily observed. 
Conversely, if 
( 1 a E LK@)l b 
then we can write 
(3.7) 
(3.8) 
for some A E R$? and p 2 0. Taking an arbitrary point x in F(u), and 
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multiplying the identity above by 
( 1 -“I 
, we obtain 
O=a’x-b= 1 ht(a:x-bt)+p>,O. 
tsT 
Thus, Z.L = 0 and supp A C 1. Consequently, 
Hence, we have shown that 
(3.9) 
Combining (3.8) and (3.9), we obtain (3.6). To prove the second assertion, 
let us observe that F(a) is included in the affine manifold (3.7), whose 
dimension is equal to that of F(a), given by (3.6). n 
The following simple result may be useful when one wants to show that 
F(a) has maximal dimension, u being normal or FM (observe that the 
deletion of the trivial inequality in a system preserves the FM property, but 
not the compactness). 
COROLLARY 3.2.1. Let u be either rwrmul or FM (deleting the trivial 
inequality). Then F(u) is fulldimensionul if and only if u has a strict 
solution. 
Proof. Let us denote by X0 the set of strict solutions of u. 
Obviously, if dim F(u) = n and the trivial inequality is not in u, then 
Z = 0, and therefore (Corollary 3.1.1) X0 # 0. The proof of the converse 
requires a bit of discussion. 
First, let us assume that u is normal. Let cy be a positive function on T 
such that A(u, a) is compact. If 
a=0 n for all ( 1 E E A(o, a), 
then F(u) = X0 = R”. Otherwise, we take some x0 E X”. Straightforward 
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calculations show that F(a) contains the ball with center x0 and radius 
{min(u’x” - b)} {maxllall} -’ > 0. 
Thus x0 E int F(a), and we reach the desired conclusion. 
Now we suppose u is FM. Since X0 # 0, we have (Corollary 3.1.1) Z = 0 
and therefore (Theorem 3.2) dim F(a) = n. n 
REMARK 1. The classes in Definitions 3.1, 3.2, 3.3 and 3.4 have been 
introduced in different papers concerning duality theory in linear SIP and 
moment theory. Haar [14] and Chames, Cooper, and Kortanek [2-51 have 
studied the properties of compact systems, CC, and FM in the first context, 
whereas Karlin and Sudden [15] and Glashoff [lo] have considered closed 
systems in the second one. 
The equivalence between the classical definition of FM systems and 
Definition 3.2 can be found in [12] and [6]. 
The normal systems have been introduced by Eckhardt [7,8] in a slightly 
different form. 
REMARK 2. The following diagram summarizes the relations between the 
five classes: 
If I=0 
/ I 
compact + normal +- CC + closed + FM. 
The proof of the general relations in the diagram above can be found in [ll], 
whereas the conditional one is a consequence of Corollary 3.1.1. 
REMARK 3. Theorem 3.1 generalizes, at the same time that it simplifies, 
the proof given by Eckhardt [7, Theorem 3.21 for closed systems only 
(although asserted for normal systems). 
REMARK 4. The feasible set of the system (3.4) is not necessarily ri F(a): 
Consider u = { x > - l/r, r = 1,2,. . . }. Here F(u) = R, is the feasible set. 
However, it will be proved that the equality holds when u is FM (Corollary 
4.2.1). 
REMARK 5. The dimensional equation (3.6) is not valid for normal 
systems, contradicting an assertion of Eckhardt [7, Theorem 3.31: Consider 
a={ --r+tx,> - t2, t E [ - l,l]; x1> O}. It can be shown that F(u) = 
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(0,) and x,>Oand - xl > 0 (for t = 0) are the only unstable inequalities. 
Therefore 
O=dimF(a)#2-dimL jjnb:j,t+. 
REMARK 6. From the proof of Theorem 3.2, it follows that if u is FM, 
then 
Hence, this linear space, L,, is the same for any equivalent FM system 
(representing the same closed convex set). 
Let us consider now an arbitrary system (I. If we denote by a^ the linear 
representation of F(a) by means of all the consequence relations of u 
(including the trivial one and the improper inequalities), then K( a^) = A( a^, 1) 
is closed. Hence 
L{(;:), t,z) CL,. (3.10) 
Clearly, if we consider the class of all the linear representations of a closed 
convex set F, then 
dimL{( 1:). t El) 
ranges over the set {O,l,..., n - dimF}. 
REMARK 7. In the proof of the direct statement in Corollary 3.2.1 we 
only need to assume that 0,~ > 0 is not contained in u. However, the 
converse requires u to be either compact or FM (under the assumption of the 
existence of a strict solution of u, the first class is included in the second one): 
Consider u = { - l/r < xi < l/r; - l/r Q x2 < l/r, r = 1,2,. . . }. Clearly 
the origin is a strict solution, but dim F(u) = 0 < 2. 
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4. ABSOLUTE AND RELATIVE BOUNDARY OF THE FEASIBLE SET 
This section is devoted to describing bd F(a) and rb F(a) for a given (I. 
DEFINITION 4.1. If a+ = b, is not the trivial relation, then F, := {x E 
F(a), u:x = b, } is the corresponding face. 
Obviously, if s E Z then F, = F(u). 
THEOREM 4.1. For any given system u, 
(I) all the faces are contained in bd F(u), and 
(II) if u is either FM or normal, then bd F(u) is the union of all the 
faces of 6. 
Proof. (I): Consider z E F,. Since 
a;z=b, and 
it results that a, # 0, and we can construct the sequence z’ = z - r- ‘as, 
r = 1,2,... . We find that z = lim r+m~r and z’GF(u), r=1,2 ,.... Hence 
z E bd F(u). 
(II): First, we assume that u is normal. Let us take an arbitrary z E F(u). 
If z does not belong to any face, then z is a strict solution of u and therefore 
z E int F(a) (reasoning as in Corollary 3.2.1), which is the desired result. 
Suppose now that u is FM. Given a point z E bd F(u), there is some 
c # 0, such that c’x > c’z for all x E F(u). Since this inequality is a conse- 
quence of u, there exists a X E Ry) and ZA > 0 such that 
(4.1) 
Clearly, supp X # 0. Multiplying both members of (4.1) by ( _“I ), we get 
c A,(+ - b,) + p = 0. 
tcT 
(4.2) 
From (4.2) we conclude that ZL = 0 and z E F, for all s E supp h # 0. This 
completes the proof. n 
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THEOREM 4.2. For any given system IX 
(I) All the faces corresponding to stable indices are contained in rb F(a). 
(II) Zf u is FM, then rb F(a) i.s the union of all the faces corresponding 
to stable indices. 
Proof. (I): If z E ri F(a), then a$ > b, for all s E T\Z (Theorem 3.1). 
This means that z G F, for any stable index s. 
(II): Assume z E rb F(u). Let us consider a proper supporting hyperplane 
of F( u ) in z. We have 
dx >, c’z for all x E F(e), 
c’xO > c’z for some x0 E F(u). 
Reasoning as in Theorem 4.1(11), we get z E F, for all s E supp A. 
Multiplying both sides of (4.1) by 
c’x” - c’z = c A,(a$” - b,) > 0. 
tcT 
(4.3) 
Therefore we get from (4.3) that there is some sa E supp X such that 
se G I. Since z E FS,, the theorem is proved. n 
COROLLARY 4.2.1. For any given system u: 
(I) Zf u i.s FM, then ri F(a) is the set of solutions of the system (3.4). 
(II) Zf u is either FM or normal, and dim F(u) = n, then int F(u) is the 
solution set of (3.4). 
Proof. (I): We need only prove that rb F(u) does not contain any 
solution of (3.4). But z E rb F(u) implies (Theorem 4.2) z E F,, i.e., a;z = b,, 
for some s E T\Z. 
(II): In both cases u is FM and ri F(u) = int F(u). n 
REMARKS. 
(1) Theorem 4.1(11) does not hold for compact systems: Consider u = 
{(cos t)x > - l+sint, t E [0,27r]}. We have F(u)=(O); meanwhile all the 
faces are empty. 
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-(2) Theorem 4.2(11) is not valid for normal systems: Consider u = { tx, + 
x,> -t2, t~[O,l]; -x,>O}; then F(a)=R+x{O} and rbF(o)= (0,). 
The only unstable inequalities are x2 z 0 (for t = 0) and - x2 > 0. Since ail 
the faces corresponding to stable inequalities are empty, the conclusion 
follows immediately. 
(3) If F(a) were an affine manifold, then all the faces corresponding to 
stable inequalities would be empty [Theorem 4.2(I)]. 
(4) Corollary 4.2.1(I) is not valid for normal systems: Consider the 
example of the second remark; 0, is a solution of (3.4) but 0,4 ri F(u). 
(5) Corollary 4.2.2(11) does not hold for compact systems: Let us consider 
u={(cost)x>, -l+sint, t~[-7r/2,17/2]}; thendimF(u)=dimR+=l. 
However, 0 E int F(u); meanwhile 0 is a solution of (3.4). 
5. REDUNDANCY 
DEFINITION 5.1. Given a consistent system u = { a $r > b,, t E T }, we 
say that air 2 b,, with s E T, is redundant in u if a:x >, b, is a consequence 
of its complementary subsystem a, := { a$ > b,, t E T \ { s }}. 
Obviously, the stability of an inequality only depends on the feasible set 
(and not on the specific linear representation). This is not the case for the 
redundancy: For any fixed s E T we can consider the system a^ = { a$2 b,, 
t E T; a:x 2 b, - l/r, r = 1,2,.. . }; the two systems are equivalent, but 
a:x > b, is always redundant in a^. 
DEFINITION 5.2. A face F, of a is a facet if dim F, = n - 1. 
It can be easily proved that 
(5.1) 
In fact, F, c V:= {x E R”, a$ = b,, t E I; a:x = bS}. Therefore dimV= n 
- 1 and consequently 
dimL{(lI), tEZ; (11)) =l. 
The converse statement of (5.1) is not valid: Consider the face corre- 
sponding to -xi> -1 in 
{x+0; x,>,o; -X,-X,> -1; -x,z -l}. 
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The purpose of this section being the identification of the redundant 
inequalities in u, we must study the relations between the following eventual 
properties of a given inequality a$r > b, of u: 
(N) a$ > b, is nonredundant in (I. 
(F) F, is a facet. 
(S) F, contains a strict solution of a,. 
THEOREM 5.1. For any face F,, s E T, the following prapositions hold: 
(I) Zf s satisfies (N), or (F), or (S), then F, # 0. 
(II) Zf us is either FM or compact, then (S) + (N), (F). 
(III) Zf dim F(u) = n then (N) + (F). 
(Iv) Zf Z c {s} then (N)+(S). 
Proof. (I): We have just to prove (N) + F, f 0, since the other implica- 
tions are trivial. As a:x > b, is not a consequence of us, there is some z such 
that a$~ <b, and a;z > b,, t E T \ { s}. Choosing an arbitrary point y E 
F(u), we have that all the points of [z, y] satisfy a,. Moreover, the function 
I/(X) := a;[(1 - X)z + hy] - b, is continuous in [O,l], G(O) < 0, and G(1) 2 0. 
If for h, E IO, l] we have $(X0) = 0, then (1 - A,)z + A,y E F,. 
(II): If us is compact and (S) holds, then a, is CC. Hence, we assume (S) 
and the FM property of a,. 
Suppose a+ > b, redundant in u. Since a ix > b, is a consequence of a,, 
which is FM, we can write 
for some X E R!T ’ (‘)) and for some /.L > 0. 
Multiplying by and letting x0 E F, be a strict solution of us, we 
obtain 
contradicting the assumption. Hence, (N) holds. 
Let us consider now the system a^ = {six > b,, t E T; - a:x > - bs}. 
Obviously, 
F, = F( 2) and K(G) = K(u,)+ L[( ;I\). 
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If we proved that K(G) is closed, then we would apply Theorem 3.2 to a^: 
dimF,=dimF(a^)=n-dimL =n-1, 
i.e., (F). Let us show that the hypothesis of Corollary 9.1.3 of [18] holds. 
Let Z’ and 2’ be such that 
, and Z1+Z2=On+l. 
Since Z’ = - z’, we have 
for a X E R(,T’ (‘)), p 2 0, and p E R. Choosing x0 as above, we find that 
Hence p = 0 and supp X = 0. Therefore Z’ = 2’ = O,, 1 and K( a^) is closed. 
(III): Let x0 be such that 
a;x” >, b,, tET\{s}, (5.2) 
a$’ -C b,. (5.3) 
Since dimF(a)=n, we can take {rl,...,x”} cF(a) such that the set 
{ x0,x1,..., x” } is affinely independent. 
Obviously, F, = F(o) n H,, where H, = { r E R”, air = b, }. Reasoning as 
in (I), we can take zi E [x0, xi] n H,, i = 1,. . . , n. Since zi # x0, we can write 
zi=xo+Xi(xi-x“)forsome Xi>O, i=l,...,n.Provingthat {z’,...,z”} 
c F, is an affinely independent set, we get the desired conclusion. 
Let us consider scalars ai,. . . , a, such that E~=,aizi = 0, and Cy=iq = 0. 
Since Ey_iaizi =C~=iaihi(xi - x0) = 0, and x1-x0,..., x” -x0 are linearly 
independent, aiXi = 0 for i = l,..., n. Hence ai = 0, i = 1,. . . , n. 
(IV): Let us consider x0 satisfying (5.2) and (5.3), and x1 E ri F(u). By 
Theorem3.1wehavea;x1>b,, t~T\{s}. 
If a Lx’ = b,, then x1 is the point we are looking for. Otherwise the 
function a;x - b, vanishes at a point x2 E ] x0, x ‘[ which satisfies the condi- 
tion. n 
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COROLLARY 5.1.1. Zf F, is a face of a finite system a such that bd F(a) 
is not recovered by the remaining faces, then F, is a facet and a$ >, b, is 
nonredundant in a. 
Proof. Since bd F( u ) = U tcTFt (Theorem 4.1), FsCU,,T.~,~Ft, i.e., 
F, satisfies (S) and we can apply Theorem S.l(II). n 
COROLLARY 5.12. Zf a nontrivial inequality six >, b, is the only unsta- 
ble inequality in (J, and a, is either FM or compact, then a:x >, b, is 
nonredundant in o. 
Proof. Let x0 E F(a) be a point such that a:x’> b,, t ET \ {s} 
(Theorem 3.1). Hence the assumptions of Theorem 5.1(11) hold. 8 
Therefore, a unique nontrivial unstable inequality in a finite system 
cannot be redundant. 
A proposition guaranteeing (F) + (N) should be a usefuI tool. As mere 
repetition makes any inequality redundant, we must first delete the trivial 
redundancies in a constructive way. 
DEFINITION 5.3. The reduced system of u = { a$ > b,, t E T} is the 
result of the following ordered sequence of operations: 
1. Deletion of all the trivial inequalities (O,lx > 0). 
2. Multiplication of both members of a$ > b, by 
Iii ill 
it 
-1 
. 
3. Identification of all the inequalities having the same Associated vector. 
When o is FM, closed, CC, or normal, the reduced system of u is also 
FM, closed, CC, or normal, respectively. If u does not contain any redundant 
inequality, then operations 1 and 3 are superfhrous. 
THEOREM 5.2. Zf u is a reduced finite system, then all the facets are 
associated to rwnredundant inequalities. 
Proof. Let F, be a facet. Since F, = F(6), a^ = {a;x >, b,, t E T; - a:x 
> - b, }, and K( a^) is closed, the linearity space L of K( 8) has dimension 
one [recall (3.1)]. Hence, 
a, 
L=L b 
ii ii 
. 
s 
Assuming that a:x > b, is redundant in (I, we shall obtain a contradiction. 
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As F, is a facet, 
where p>, 0 and X E Ry), withs@supph#IZI.Let uEsuppXbesuchthat 
Since 
we have 
i.e., L contains two linearly independent vectors, contradicting the initial 
assertion on the dimension of L. n 
COROLLARY 5.2.1. Zf F, is a face of a reduced finite system a and Z = 0, 
then the conditions (N), (F) and (S) are all equivalent to each other. 
Proof. (N) * (S) follows from Theorem 5.1(11) and (IV), whereas (N) tf 
(F) can be proved by means of Theorem 5.1(11) and (IV), and Theorem 5.2. n 
REMARK 1. The hypothesis on o, in Theorem 5.1(11) is not superfluous: 
EXAMPLE 5.1. Consider u = {x1 2 - l/r, x2 2 - l/r, r = 1,2,. . .; xl + 
x2 > 0}, and let F, be the last face. One has F(a) = R:, F, = {O,), and (S) 
holds. However, (N) and (F) fail. 
The implications (N) +(S) and (F) +(S) fail even for finite systems, as 
the following examples show: 
EXAMPLE 5.2. Consider u = {x1 > 0, - x1 + x2 > 0, - x1 - x2 2 0}, 
where the three faces contain only the origin. Hence (S) fails where (N) 
holds, for all the inequalities. 
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EXAMPLE 5.3. Consider, in R2, the system u = { tr, z 0, t E [1,2]}. Now 
(F) holds and (S) fails, for all the inequalities of (I. 
A final remark concerning Theorem 5.1(II): It can only be applied when 
u is FM-reasoning on the decomposition 
as we did in the proof on 
REMAIW 2. A proof of Theorem 5.1(111) is sketched in Theorem 2.1 of 
[S], where the converse statement is asserted (under the same assumption). 
The following example shows that it is false (and some consequences of this 
converse statement, as Corollary 2.1 and Theorem 2.2, are false as well). 
EXAMPLE 5.4. Let us consider the first inequality in u = ( - x1 >, 0, 
X,20, -rx,+x,~O, r=1,2 ,... }. It is redundant, although the corre- 
sponding face is a facet. 
The assumption on the dimension in Theorem 5.1(111) isnot superfluous: 
EXAMPLE 5.5. The faces corresponding to the two first inequalities in 
the system u= {xi& -1, -r,>, -l,x,>O, -x,>O} are not facets. 
However, all the inequalities are nonredundant. 
6. MINIMAL SYSTEMS 
DEFINITION 6.1. A consistent system is minimal if there is no redundant 
inequality in it. 
Is it always possible to assert he existence of a minimal inear representa- 
tion for a closed convex set F? The natural way to attack this problem is to 
consider, on the class of all the linear representations of F, the partial 
ordering induced by the inclusion relation between the respective sets of 
associated vectors. Unfortunately we cannot apply Zom’s lemma: 
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EXAMPLE 6.1. Consider the sequence of systems u’ = { pk >, - 1, p = 
2,3 ,... }, r=1,2,4 ,.... All of them are linear representations of R, and they 
are totally ordered, but there is no minorant. However, R, admits a minimal 
representation. 
The following example shows that the question above has a negative 
answer: 
EXAMPLE 6.2. Consider F = {x E R2, llxll < 1). Any minimal represen- 
tation of F must have the form {a;x >, - 1, t E I’}, a, = - (cost,sint)‘, for 
some T c [0,2a[ [Theorem 5.1(I)]. S ince dim F = 2 and none of the faces is a 
facet, we conclude that all the inequalities are redundant [Theorem 5.1(111)]. 
The question of the uniqueness of the minimal reduced representation has 
also a negative answer: 
EXAMPLE 6.3. If A is an n X n orthogonal matrix, then {AX > 0,; 
- Ax > 0, } is a minimal reduced representation of { 0, }. This example also 
shows that the faces of a minimal system do not need to be facets. 
Another pathological feature of the minimal systems concerns the dimen- 
sion of the feasible set. The following example shows that the dimensional 
formula (3.6) cannot be maintained. Hence a minimal system is not neces- 
sarily FM. 
EXAMPLE 6.4. Let us consider, in the plane xg = 0 of R3, the convex 
hull, F, of the half line 
and the sequence of points 
r = 2,3 ,... . 
We build the following representation of F: The vertical half space x1 > 2 
and, for all r > 2, the half space including F whose boundary contains the 
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Straightforward calculations show that the system is 
fJ = (Xl > 2; x1 + r(r +1)x, + ( - ly+‘(r - l)(r + 1)2r, > 2r + 1, 
r = 2,3,... . I 
The verifications will be carried out in three steps: 
(1) dim F(a) = 2. Since (2,2,0)‘, (3,2,0)‘, and (3,3,0)’ are feasible af- 
finely independent vectors, dim F(a) > 2. On the other side, if x E F(a), 
then we get 
xi + r( r + 1)x, - (2r + 1) (2r + 1) - xi - r( r + 1)x, 
(r-l)(r+1)2 
ax,> 
(r-l)(r+1)2 ’ 
where the first inequality holds for all even r, whereas the second one holds 
for all odd T. Therefore xs = 0 and dim F(u) < 2. 
(2) Z = 0, since (3,3,0)’ is a strict solution of u. 
(3) (7 is minimal. 
We must prove that us has some solution point that is not feasible for u, 
s= 1,2,... . In the case s = 1, we can take (1,2,0)‘. For s > 2 the point 
i 
2s2+2s-1 2 ’ 
2s+l 
-_,O 
‘2s+1 i 
satisfies the condition. 
The major topic of this section is the recognition of the minimal systems 
and of those sets admitting a minimal representation. In order to solve the 
first problem we denote 
forany SET. 
Clearly, A, is either the origin or a half line in R”+ ‘. 
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LEMMA 6.1. Let u be minim&, dim F(a) = n, and s E T. Then 
(I) A, is an exposed ray ofcl K(a), and 
(II) A,nclK+,(~,)= {%+I>. 
Proof. (I): We know that dim F, = n - 1 [Theorem 5.1(111)]. It is clear 
that F, = F(8), where a^ = {six > b,, t E T; - agx 2 - bs}. Since 
dim j&~~ = 1 [from (3.1)], 
L clK(6) = L 
Therefore, from Theorem 3.1 in [7], we get the existence of a vector 
g E R”+l such that 
for all (64 
and 
y’ 
i i 
1; = 0. (6.2) 
Since the hyperplane C’X = 0 contains A, [from (6.2)] and the open half 
space Y’X > 0 contains cl K(u)\ A, [from (S.l)], A, is an exposed ray of 
cl K(u). 
(II): Otherwise, there would be a X > 0 such that 
a, x 4 i i EclM,+,(u,)cclK(u,). 
In that case a:x >, b, would be a consequent relation of a,, contradicting the 
assumption. n 
LEMMA 6.2. Zf u satisfies the following conditions, then u is minimal: 
(i) A, is an extreme ray of cl K(u) for al2 s E T, and 
(ii) A,ndM,+l(~,)= {On+l} fmaZZsET. 
Proof. Actually, we prove that if u is not minimal (i) and (ii) will not 
hold simultaneously. 
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If (I were not minimal, there would be a s E T such that 
i i 
“b’ EClK(U,). 
S 
One can write 
with ij’~M,+i(u,), y,>O, r=1,2 ,.... If the sequence yi,ys ,..., y ,,... is 
bounded, there will be a convergent subsequence, and for brevity we put 
y=lim I _ ,y,, if it exists. 
If y = 0, then (ii) fails. 
If y > 0, we have 
and, as a consequence, 
On the other hand, 
0” 
i 1 E cl K( u ) implies 2s := -1 i i b,y EclK(u). S 
Then, 
= i(z’ + 22), 
whereas Z’ @ A,, Z2 E A,. Consequently, (i) fails. 
Alternatively, we can suppose lim I --t my, = + 00. As 
Lma{Y3+( “;)) =on+l, 
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we conclude 
i I t EClK(cr), 
in contradiction with the assumed consistency of u. n 
Next we provide a characterization of the minimal linear representations 
of full-dimensional closed convex sets, by combining the previous lemmas. 
THEOREM 6.3. Suppose dim F(a) = 12. Then a is minimal if and only if 
for every s E T, A, is an extreme ray of cl K(a), whose intersection with 
cl M,, r( a,) confines itself to the origin. 
THEOREM 6.4. Zf u is minimal, then u is countable. 
Proof. If the set 
Ab,l)={(;;),ltT} 
as 
has a cluster point b 
i 1 , it is evident that a+ > b, is a consequent relation 
of (I. Then, A(u, 1) m&t be an isolated-points set, and so countable. n 
For a finite system we can give a more useful result: 
THEOREM 6.5. Let u be a finite system such that dim F(u) = n. Then u 
is minimal if and only if each inequality of u defines a different facet of 
F(o)* 
Proof. First, we suppose that u is minimal. 
Let s E T. Since a:x z b, is not redundant, F, is a facet [Theorem 
5.1(111)], and we can take n affinely independent points in F,, x1, x2,. . . , xn. 
We have 
(IJtL{( T;), i=1,2 ,..., n)‘, 
whereas 
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are linearly independent. Hence 
L i 
(( i -“I ’ 
i=l,...,njl=L{(Ub:jj. 
If, for any u E T, F, = F,, then 
holds, i.e., 
(ub,.j=$;j, with a#O. 
If (Y were positive, the inequalities a:x > b, and a;x > b,, would be both 
redundant. Otherwise, if a! < 0, then dim F(a) < n - 1, which is contradic- 
tory. We conclude F, # F, for every s # u. 
Now, we suppose that each inequality in u corresponds to a different 
facet. The reduced system (I’ associated with u is obtained by normalizing 
the vectors of A(u, 1) (the other two operations do not make sense here). As a 
consequence of Theorem 5.2, u’ is minimal, and the same conclusion applies 
for u. n 
We finish this section with a characterization of those systems which have 
an equivalent minimal system. We get a condition in terms of their feasible 
sets. 
DEFINITION 6.2. A set G in R” is called a g-polyhedral set if it can be 
obtained as the feasible set of a minimal system. 
Obviously, every polyhedral set is g-polyhedral, since we can sequentially 
delete all the redundant inequalities. 
DEFINITION 6.3. Given a g-polyhedral set G, we consider the set .Z’, in 
IS”+ ‘, whose elements are the norm-one vectors 
a’x 2 b for all x E G (6.3) 
and 
dim{xEG, a’x=b} =n-1. (6.4) 
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The system 
,:=(a,.b,(+q 
will be called the canonical system associated with G. 
THEOREM 6.6. Zf G is a filldimensional g-polyhedral set, then uc is a 
linear representation of G. Moreover, any reduced minimal representation of 
G is a subsystem of a,. 
Proof. We start by proving the last statement. Let uc := {a ;r 2 b,, 
t E T }, and let u = { c:x > d s, s E S } be a reduced minimal representation of 
G. Given s ES, we know that F, is a facet [Theorem 5.1(111)], and the 
definition of a, leads us to the conclusion. 
Finally, since u is a subsystem of uC, we have F(q) c F(u) = G, but 
G c F(u,) as a consequence of (6.3). n 
THEOREM 6.7. Zf G is a polyhedral set, then a, is finite. Moreover, if 
dimG = n, then uC is the only reduced minimal representation of G. 
Proof. If dimG d n - 1, then u, contains at most two inequalities. Thus, 
weconsiderdimG=n.L,et u= {c[x>di, i=1,2,...,p}beafinitereduced 
minimal representation of G. Theorem 6.5 tells us that the facets Fi associ- 
ated with c;x > di, i = l,..., p, are different from each other. 
Let a’x > b be an inequality belonging to a,. The system 
CT:= {a’xab; c[x>d,, i=l,...,p} 
is not minimal, and it should have repeated facets, again by Theorem 6.5. 
Therefore 
(E)=$) forany iE {1,2 ,..., p}. 
But 
implies dim G = dim F( a^) < n - 1. Thus, we conclude that a’x z b is con- 
tained in u. Hence, u, = u because u c a, (Theorem 6.6). n 
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REMARK 1. In Theorem 6.5, we notice that the assumption dim F(a) = n 
is only used in the first part of the proof, whereas the finiteness of (I is the 
crucial feature for the converse statement. These assumptions are not super- 
fluous for the respective implications, as the following examples show. 
EXAMPLE 6.5. Let us consider the system u = {r > 0; - x > 0} in R, 
which is minimal. Both faces define a single facet. 
EXAMPLE 6.6. Consider, in R2, the convex span of the half lines 
((“b), x,sO] and ([:a) ERAS x221)9 
and the set of points lying on the parabola x2 = ~12, for x = f, 5,. . . . This set 1 
coincides with F(o) for 
CT= x,>o; { -X1’, -1; (-2r-l)x,+(?+r)x2> -1, r=1,2,...}. 
(6.5) 
Notice that, in spite of the redundancy of x2 > 0, each inequality of o defines 
a different facet [here dim F( u ) = n] .
REMARK 2. We know that, if we delete sequentially all the redundant 
inequalities from a given system, an equivalent minimal subsystem is at- 
tained. This method does not work when u is infinite. 
EXAMPLE 6.7. In u = {x2 2 0; -(cost)x,-(sint)r,> -1, tE[O,rr]} 
the only nonredundant inequality is the first one. The deletion of all the 
redundant inequalities is not possible. 
REMARK 3. In Theorem 6.6, the hypothesis concerning the dimension is 
not superfluous. 
EXAMPLE 6.8. If G= {ZERO, -l<x,< +l, x2=0}, then a,= {x2 
> 0, - r2 > O}. Thus, G # F(uc). 
REMARK 4. The canonical system uo associated with a g-polyhedral set is 
not necessarily minimal. If we take again Example 6.6, we observe that uc is 
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obtained from u in (6.5) by normalizing the vectors of A(o, l), and conse- 
quently a, will contain a redundant inequality. 
REMARK 5. The boundary of a g-polyhedral set G can be different from 
the union of the faces associated with uo. As a consequence of that, in 
general, u, is neither an FM system nor a normal system. 
EXAMPLE 6.9. Consider 
1 1 
E R2, ri = k 1, k 2 - = ,. . ., + ,... and x2 (1~~)’ U r (0,). 
Here, uc is minimal, but 0, E [bd F(uo)] \U, E TFt. 
7. FINITE REDUCTION 
The identification of the systems whose feasible set is a polyhedral convex 
set (or, particularly, an affine manifold) allows, in some cases, the transforma- 
tion of a linear semiinfinite program into a finite one. 
THEOREM 7.1. F(u) is a polyhedral set if and only if cl K(u) is a 
polyhedral convex cone. 
Proof. If F(u) is a polyhedral convex set, then it is the feasible set of 
some finite system 6. Since cl K(u) = cl K( I?) = K( I?), the last cone being a 
finitely generated convex cone, the conclusion holds. 
Conversely, if 
clK(u)= ;, 
ii 1 
, i=l >.-., p CR”+l, 
t 1 
then F(u) is the feasible set of the finite system { C{X 2 di, i = 1,. . . , P}. n 
COROLLARY 7.1.1. Any of the following conditions is sufficient for F(u) 
to be a polyhedral convex set: 
(I) cl M, + l(u) is a polyhedral convex cone. 
(II) A( (I, a) is a polyhedral convex set fm some positive function a on T. 
(III) cl convA( u, o) is a polyhedral convex set for some positive function 
a on T. 
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(IV) The functions at and b, are linear on cl conv T, assuming that it is a 
polyhedral confxx set. 
Proof Since (II)+(I) and (III) --)(I), we have only to prove the suf- 
ficiency of (I). But, if we assume 
cl~~+r(s)=~{(~i),i=l ,..., P}, 
then 
clK(o)=K ; 
ii ii 
,i=l 0, >**.> p; -1 i ii 
and Theorem 7.1 can be applied. The proof will be constructive for the last 
condition. 
The given system is equivalent to { a$ > b,, t E clconv T }. We can 
assume the existence of some extreme points in clconv T (otherwise, we 
introduce new variables t,+ > 0 and tie > 0 such that ti = t,+ - tip ). If 
‘i 
ii 1 di , i=l ,.**, P ) 
istheimagethroughthefunction (1:) and (1::;:) oftheextremepoints 
and the extreme directions of clconv T respectively, then the system { c/x 2 
di, i = l,..., p } is a linear representation of F(a). n 
EXAMPLE 7.1. Consider T = {t =R2, t,- t2 > 0, t,> 1, t,+ t2> 0}, 
and the following system in R3: u = { - (tl + t2 +1)x, - 2t2x2 +(t, - 2)r, 
2 - t, +2t, + 1, t ET}. The extreme points of clconvT are 
(3 and (-3 
whereas the extreme directions are 
{( ;)+A( f), W) and (( _;)+A( _:), W}, 
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with directions 
(3 and (-3 
respectively. Hence u can be reduced to: 
In order to characterize those consistent systems whose feasible sets are 
affine manifolds, we consider the pointed cone associated with a convex cone 
K. This cone is K=KnL,I. 
THEOREM 7.2. F(a) is an afine manifold if and only if the pointed 
cone of cl K(u) is a half line. 
Proof. Let us consider the decomposition of cl K( u ) as a direct sum of 
its lineality space and its pointed cone: cl K(u) = L + K, with L := LclKC,,) 
and K= Ll nclK(a). 
We suppose F(u) = {x E R”, c/x = di, i = l,..., m}. Denote 
I?:= {c[x>,d,, -cix> -di, i=l,..., m}. 
Since u and a” are equivalent, we have (see [21]) 
clK(u)=K f 
(0 
2, ,i=l m; ,*.-, 
t 
Therefore 
L=L 
'i 
ii i 
di ,i=l,..., m , 
1 
and 
‘. (7.1) 
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It is evident that 
L+K 
it 1) ii c cl K(o). 
Moreover 
and (7.1) allows us to write 
Multiplying by (a’, b), we get 
II( )I1 it 
2 
=p( -b)<O. 
Hence p > 0, and 
Thus we have proved the inclusion 
clK(o)cL+K 
i( 11 ; . 
But (7.2) and (7.3) yield the conclusion 
clK(a)=L+K “b ) i( 1) 
(7.2) 
(7.3) 
and 
K=K ; I( 11 . 
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Conversely, we suppose 
and let 
,i=1,2 ,..., m 
be a basis of L. Since 
we can write 
contradicting the assumed consistency of a. 
Therefore ,IJ > 0, and 
clK(o)=L+K ((;)} cL+K(( :1)) ccw+ 
-JJ-w 
clK(a)=L+K (( >1)} =K( *(2i), i=L...,m; ( >1)] 
andoiseauivalenttoIc;‘x=d,,i=l,...,m), 
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8. HOMOGENEOUS SYSTEMS 
Aside from their specific interest, the homogeneous systems should be 
studied because their properties are often helpful in the theoretical approach 
to ordinary infinite linear inequality systems. 
Given the consistent system (I = {a ix >, b,, t E T }, we consider the 
associated homogeneous system a, := {a;x>,O, t~T}.Ourprincipalaimis 
to find the properties of u which are inherited by a,, and vice versa. 
We associate to the homogeneous system u, the cone M,( uO) = K { a,, 
t E T}. Note that if a0 is the homogeneous system derived from (I, M,(u) = 
M,,(u,,). We represent by I, the unstable index set of ua. Finally, we denote 
A,= {AER(,T),C t E rX ta t = 0, }. This set can be interpreted as the recession 
cone of the dual problem D(c), in linear semiinfinite programming, consid- 
ered in Section 2. In fact, the feasible set of D(c) contains a half line if and 
only if A, # (0). 
The first theorem in this section provides different properties of homoge- 
neous systems. 
THEOREM 8.1. 
(I) a, is FM (and closed) if and only if M,( a,) is closed. 
(II) F( q,) is u polyhedral cone i. and only if cl M,( uO) is polyhedral. 
(III) { t E T, h + X t is not always zero on A, } c I,. Moreover when a0 
is FM, the two sets coincide. 
(IV) For un FM homogeneous system a,, we have 
dimF(ue)=n-dimL{u,, tEZ,}. 
Z’roof. (I): It is evident that K(un) = M,(u,,)X] - m,O] and M,+l(uo) = 
M,(uo) X (0). Then the th ree cones are closed whenever one of them has that 
property. 
(II): We have F(u,,)’ = cl M,(uo), and [cl M,(u,)]’ = F(uo). Then we 
apply Corollary 19.2.2 in [18]. 
(III): For s E T, s E I, if and only if ( - a,)‘~ z 0 is a consequent relation 
of a,. Then, by applying the Farkas lemma, s E I, e 0, E us + cl K ( a,, 
t~T}.IfthereisaX~A,suchthath,>O,then 
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Conversely, if aa is FM and s E I,, we have 0, E a, + K{ a,, t E T}, i.e., 
there will be a X E R(,T) such that 
o,= c X,a,+(A,+l)a,. 
tcT\(s} 
Then X0, defined by A: = A,, t # s, and At = A, + 1, leads us to the conclu- 
sion. 
0+ 
(IV): It is a consequence of (3.6) (Theorem 3.2). n 
Next we deal with the relationship between u and uo. Note that F(u,) = 
F(u), and so F(u) is bounded if and only if F(u,) = (0,). 
THEOREM 8.2. 
(I) dim F( uo) < dim F(u). 
(II) Z c {t E T, u;x is upper-bounded on F(u)} c I,. The lust inclusion 
is un equality when a0 is FM. 
(III) ForubeingFM, ZC{~ET, X-+X,isnotulwuyszeroonho}. 
(IV) Zf u is compact, then u. is compact too. 
(V) Zf u:x 2 b, is redundant in u, then a$ > 0 is redundant in a,. 
(VI) Zf a0 is minimal, then u is minimal. 
Proof. (I): Take x0 E F(u) arbitrarily. Since x0 + F(uo) = x0 +O+F(u) 
c F( u ), the conclusion follows immediately. 
(II): The first inclusion is trivial. We shall prove the second one. If 
u:x < a on F(u), then - a+ > - a is a consequent relation of u, and 
( 1 1; E clK(u). 
The last inclusion implies - a, E cl K { at; t E-T >, -i.e., s E-16 [Theorem 
S.l(III)]. 
Now, u, is FM and s E I,. Since - u:x > 0 is a consequence of a,, there 
existsa AER(,T) suchthat -u,=E~,J~u~. Let a= -XtcTXfbt. Then 
and - uix > - a is consequent of u, i.e., u:x < a for all x E F(u). 
(III): u being FM, and s E I, we have 
- 
i 1 ; EK(U). .5 
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with X E R(,T) and ZA > 0. Then a, + Xt E rAta, = O,,, and we choose A0 in the 
same way that we did in the proof of Theorem 8.1(111). 
(IV): 
compact in R”+i implies that {a(t) t E T} is compact in R”. 
(V): If 
( i ls E clK(u,), s 
there will exist a sequence { ?}T=i c K(u,) such that 
Since 
we have lim,,,x’=a,, i.e., a,~clK{a,, tET\{s}}, and a:x>O is 
redundant in a,. 
(VI) is a straightforward consequence of (V). n 
The set I, yields the boundedness criterion which was promised earlier. 
COROLLARY 8.2.1. Zf F(a) is bounded, then I, = T. The converse state- 
ment also holds when conv{ a,, t E T} has full dimension. 
Proof. If F(u) is bounded, then M,(a) = R” and, u. being FM, we can 
apply Theorem 8.2(11). Conversely, if I, = T, then every solution of u. 
satisfies a&r = 0 for all t E T. The generalized Stiemke’s alternative theorem 
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[13] gives 
O,Ericonv{a,, tET} =intconv{a,, tET}. 
Hence M,(a) = R”, and F(a) is bounded. 
REMARK 1. In general I # I,. Likewise dim F(ua) # dim F(a), for an 
arbitrary system. 
EXAMPLE 8.1. Consider u= {xi>O, -xi> -1, x,>O, -~a> -l}. 
Every inequality of a, is unstable whereas Z = 0. At the same time, 
dim F( ua) = 0 and dim F(u) = 2. 
REMARK 2. The compactness is the only property inherited by CT,. 
EXAMPLE 8.2. The system u = {(cos t)x, +(l +sint)x, > - 1, t E 
[0,2m]} is CC, and therefore it is normal, closed, and FM. However, aa has 
none of these properties. 
REMARK 3. The redundancy of a:x > 0 in aa does not imply the 
corresponding redundancy of a$ > b, in u. This is the reason why ua does 
not inherit the minimality. 
EXAMPLE 8.3. u = {xi >, 0, -xi >, - 2, x2 >, 0, - x2 > - 2, -xi - xa 
> - 3) is minimal, whereas - xi - x2 > 0 becomes redundant in ua. 
REMARK 4. The inclusion { t E T, six is upper-bounded on F(ua)} c I, 
can be strict for a general system. 
EXAMPLE 8.4. Consider the system u = {xi> 0; -(2r +1)x,+ x2>, 
-r2-r, r =0,1,2... }. Observe that the function xi : F(u) + R is not 
upper-bounded, since for every K >, 0, the point 
K 
i 1 K+Ks 
is feasible. We 
have 
a,= {xizo; -(2r+l)x,+x,>O, r=O,l,...} 
and F(uo) = {x E R2; x,=0, x2>, O}. Consequently, xi>,0 is unstable 
in a,. 
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REMARK 5. The inclusion in Theorem 8.2(111) does not hold in general. 
EXAMPLE 8.5. Consider a={x,>,O; r,-rrs>O, r=0,1,2 ,... }. We 
realize that Z = {l}, i.e., the only unstable constraint is xs > 0. However, the 
function A + A, is identically zero on A, (actually Aa contains exclusively 
the null function). 
REMARK 6. The inclusion established in Theorem 8.2(111), for FM sys- 
tems, can be strict. 
EXAMPLE 8.6. Let us consider the system u = {xi > - 1, - xi > - 1, 
Xa> -1, - xs > - l}. Here Z = 0, whereas none of the functions h -+ hi, 
i=l , . . . ,4, vanishes on A,,. 
REMARK 7. We have included a straightforward proof of Theorem 8.2(I), 
as an alternative to the rather involved argument suggested by Eckhardt [7]. 
REMARK 8. The full-dimensionality hypothesis in Corollary 8.2.1 is not 
superfluous, as the following example shows: 
EXAMPLE 8.7. Let us consider, in R2, the system u = {x2 >, 0, - x2 > O}. 
Clearly, I, = T. Meanwhile F(a) is not bounded (compare with Corollary 6.1 
in [19]). 
REMARK 9. The properties stated in Theorem 8.1(111) and in Theorem 
8.2(11) and (III) constitute, to some extent, the corresponding generalizations 
to the infinite case of some results due to Williams [19, 201. Since the 
preparation of this work, a paper on this subject has been published by 
Gobema. 
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